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This Oracle Press certification exam guide prepares you for the new Oracle Database 12c certification track,
including the core requirements for OCA and OCP certification.
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John Watson is an OCP DBA 8.0, 8.i, 9i, 10g, 11g; Interrnet Application Server Administrator; and certified on
Managing Oracle on Unix. He is a senior consultant with BLP Management Consultants, and taught for
Oracle University in South Africa for four years.
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The exam has been validated against OracleÂ® Database 11g Release 2 version 11.2.0.1.0.
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The Oracle Certification Program certifies candidates on skills and knowledge related to Oracle products and
technologies. Credentials are granted based on a combination of passing exams, training and
performance-based assignments, depending on the level of certification.
Oracle Certification Program - Wikipedia
Oracle DBA Training (Database Administration) classes in 12c R1 and 12c R2. Oracle OCA Certification
preparation. Both live and on demand training offered.
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1Z0-051 Test Prep and Dumps VCE. Want to pass 1Z0-051 test in next 24 hours? Here get real exam
questions with explations, and pass assurance. if you fail, get your money back.
Prep Oracle 1Z0-051 Tests - Real Dumps VCE Bible
Happy new year everyone! Let's start the year with a simple question: what adaptive feature settings does
Oracle recommend for the optimizer in Oracle Database 12c?
What Adaptive Feature Settings Should You Use In Oracle
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Replication Pages. Creating Oracle replication Push/Purge Jobs. Create Master Replication Group. Adding
Tables to the Master Replication Group
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Burleson Consulting is an altruistic company and we believe in sharing our Oracle extensive knowledge
through publishing Oracle books and Oracle articles, video Oracle training, and one-on-one Oracle education
courses.
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